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Take On Aging seeing that a Sport gives a refreshing new paradigm for aging; Written by a a
former world class athlete to any other athlete or sports lover who's entering the aging video
game this book will change just how we view the difficulties of aging and get us OFF THE
BENCH! This athletic approach to aging will encourage, inspire and educate visitors to take
charge of their lives at any age. acquiring it on as a sport.
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A Winner! but to get both physically and spiritually to end up being the best you will be at any
age As a person in his 70's I trust so much of what's written in this publication. But the
publication is also a lot more than that! By displaying us how to take ageing on as a sport, we
have been gifted with tools and ideas which are cement and actionable. In addition to
inspiring! I liked it! Yeah, most of us want to say to heck with the hard stuff, just gimme the
drug. I really enjoyed this book!! The way to have long-term fun You understand those awful
ads that say, "if diet and exercise are not enough, we have a pill"? from our emotional wellness
to our nutritional health to our social health and more. Never mind that the side effects sound
worse than the disease you're attempting to treat or that this crutch only works for so long.
This is a very, essential book for boomers--specifically all us guys who've put in minimal effort
to stay alive once we found out we weren't immortal around age group 40, when it had been
almost too late. Therefore not merely buy this reserve, give it to your friends--it's never too
past due to lead a healthier life so you can have a great time much longer. I for just one woke
up one day and stated, "I"m how old? A global class, highly effective athlete and trainer who
competed at the best levels applies sports abilities and practices to coping with aging. The
book leaves the reader thrilled to make the most of life, whatever their age, which the author
shows us could be a self-fulfilling prophesy. but, they lied! This is a must examine for anybody
facing age related complications, and those don't wait around to start until the 60s or 70s!
Sharkie Zartman is this inspirational person (We was honored to interview her for my podcast
The Brain Broad Builds A Mind) so that it was no shock if you ask me that her publication, Take
on Aging as a Sport, is inspirational as well. It is so important never to allow your actual age to
establish who you are, but to seek both actually and spiritually to be the best you may be at
any age. Just the book I am looking for! Aging can't stop you from doing anything.
Unfortunately, I have been extremely disappointed. As a 52-year-old woman, I occasionally
long for my younger days. There are therefore many grammatical and editing errors that it's
hard to read. I am happier in my own fifties. I treasured this book. I really enjoyed this reserve!
This book is a winner! It is such an excellent reminder of how essential it is to merely enjoy
where we have been in lifestyle knowing it really is our perspective of it that counts. We can
become whatever we believe ourselves to end up being! At the same time, this book displays
us over and over that we need to keep MOVING as we get older and in so doing that alone
makes us feel much better about aging. Sharkie says you cannot shop fitness!.. Sharkie shares
both her personal knowledge as a lifelong athlete in addition to academic experience with the
composing of this book. Don't most of us want sound practical tips on how to age and stay
suit?it's that good." Undertake ageing as a sport will show you how you can get there with
hope and joy. Practical, motivational and filled with wisdom. Maintain this book close! Maturing
as sport. What a concept! I came across this book to be extremely inspirational and valuable.
I'm not sure who told me that these would be my golden years... The principals are straightforward and capable of execution by anyone. Nothing ready me for the daily pains and aches
and the indignities of an aging body. Then along arrived Sharkie Zartman with her book.
Indication me up! I'm on Sharkie's team. Sharkie shares both her personal encounter while a
lifelong athlete . Over fifty? After that this book is a must read for you. All sane people have the
same objective and that is to obtain to retirement and beyond. When you make it happen
don't you want to have a great vibrant life as opposed to a "sit in front of the tv life. Problems
us to live our existence to the fullest and control how we age. Thank you to the writer for such
a positive and practical guide to aging. Browse it just like a fine reddish wine, that is savor it...
Sharpie Zartman takes the reader through a ten point game plan for taking on the aging

process. She challenges our thinking on aging. Terrible editing, misspelled words I really was
anticipating the arrival of the book because I like the idea. Easy read. One Star TO OBVIOUS
Worthwhile read Found the information extremely interesting and valuable. As a former
gymnast, tennis and volleyball participant, I loved Sharkie Zartman's athletic method of aging.
She addresses the benefits of growing older as well, and I felt a whole lot better after reading
them. That is a pet peeve of mine so it may not bother some individuals but I quit reading it
after 4 chapters. This publishing company should have a serious look at their product before
it's released. Enjoy your daily life and the aging process and take it ... Inspiring and helpful go
through for all those as we age! Enjoy your daily life and the aging process and take it
sportingly. Taking on Aging as a Sport is normally encouraging, motivating and very
informative! I'm on Sharkie's team!!! An excellent message by Sharkie.. Great book! I am
keeping it close! It's an excellent read and an important one as well Growing old is a goal that
we all have and you also can't just let it happen. This is among the best nonfiction I've read in
an exceedingly long time This is one of the better nonfiction I have read in a very very long
time." This publication really puts the main topic of aging into perspective by telling us that we
really need to be equipped for this and every step we take might mean a few days, weeks and
years on this incredible ride that people have called life! It's a great read and an important one
as well. Sharkie's athletic approach to aging is not only a neat "spin" but instead a holistic and
fun instruction that incorporates every part of aging;
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